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<THREAD> Mueller's refusal to answer questions 'outside
his purview' and his many responses like 'I can't aswer
that, I can't get into it, territory I'm loathe to get into- are
dischordant with the tone of his report and his reputation
for lucidity. Why?

2. Why would he hedge on so many aspects which would appear to be true based on

what we know from the Mueller Report, like the Trump Tower Moscow?

3. Mueller revealed today that many aspects covered by his report are "currently"

under investigation by the FBI. This includes the June 'adoptions' meeting, the Steele

Dossier, and others. How can that be considering his investigation has concluded?

4. We know from his testimony today that at least six witnesses lied to Mueller's

office. We also discovered thanks to the unusually well-source Republican members,

that other witnesses may have been "double agents".

5. There was an onoing effort by members of the administration to conceal their
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communications and delete evidence before and throughout the investigation.

Zev Shalev
@ZevShalev

Replying to @ZevShalev

Swalwell: "Six individuals have all lied to your office" / "your 
investigation hindered by encrypted communication" / "Your 
investigation hindered by witnesses who deleted messages" / 
"You were unable to fully assess".

47 6:34 PM - Jul 24, 2019

21 people are talking about this

6. There was no assesment of whether any members of the Trump administration or

campaign could have been subject to blackmail. That was left up to the

counterintelligence investigators but not included in his assessment. @Narativlive

@traciemac_Bmore

7. We know there was a joint defense agreement by many of the witnesses and the

president's lawyers. We also know some witnesses like Nader who had been protected

by their cooperation agreements have subsequently been arrested. Was it because

they lied to investigators?

0:00

8. Michael Cohen's testimony before congress was clear. Cohen and his lawyer assert

that the joint defense lawyers conspired to suborn false evidence from

Cohen.@NarativLive @traciemac_Bmore

0:00

9. We know from Paul Manafort's indictment that there were attempts to coordinate

false stories among witnesses. Michael Flynn has hired a new team of lawyers who
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intend to challenge Mueller's investigation.

Zev Shalev: "2020 jeopardized, Michael Flynn weaponized and Kellyan…
Zev Shalev (@ZevShalev). Former CBS News exec producer and journalist
provides real-time news analysis and investigations. Support my work at
patreon.com/Narativ

https://www.pscp.tv/ZevShalev/1DXGyNywqvbJM?t=14m55s

10. The Mueller Report is notable by its many omissions: Search Joel Zamel,

Cambridge Analytica, Psy Group, Simpson. You'll come up short on the answer. We

covered this aspect last week on @NarativLive @traciemac_Bmore

Zev Shalev: "The Secret Life of #JeffreyEpstein Part 2. Buckle up. @Na…
Zev Shalev (@ZevShalev). Former CBS News exec producer and journalist
provides real-time news analysis and investigations. Support my work at
patreon.com/Narativ

https://www.pscp.tv/ZevShalev/1lDxLrybqOvGm?t=41m16s

11. Key witnesses Joseph Mifsud, Felix Sater, Konstantin Kilimnik, Oleg Deripaska,

Christopher Steele, Glenn Simpson may have had divided loyalties which raises

questions. Why does Mueller make this apparent joke about Erik Prince?

0:00

12. Before the release of Mueller Report four months ago, we began to recognize that

many of the main players had allegiances to Russia and the U.S.. We wrote a Narativ

about this entitled Spy Games. Read it. @NarativLive

The Spy Games | Narativ
The Moscow Tower was tied to Trump’s presidential run. Why did Robert Mueller
find no evidence of a conspiracy? The answer could lie in the spies.
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http://narativ.org/2019/04/18/the-spy-games/

@NarativLive 13 today's hearing we heard how something had changed in the

investigation that made Mueller reconsider whether the evidence he had was as

conclusive as he had assessed. @NarativLive @traciemac_Bmore

0:00

14. And then there's this revelation that the FBI continues to investigate "many

aspects" of lying witnesses? (Audio is out of sync)

0:00

14. We are definitely not seeng the full picture of what is going on when it comes to

conspiracy. What we did get is a clear picture of was Trump should have been

indicted for obstruction. @NarativLive @traciemac_Bmore
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• • •

0:00

@NarativLive @traciemac_Bmore To summarize: It appears Mueller witnesses

manufactured a false narrative and coordinated testimony to support that.

Investigations continue, cooperating witnesses are in jail, testimony inconclusive.

The attack on America was carefully planned, why not the cover story? /END
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